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TLK 25
Noticeably Unnoticeable

LIGHTWEIGHT, WEARABLE 
DESIGN 
In client-facing roles, delivering high-
quality, seamless guest experiences relies 
on invisible operations. With large radios or 
smartphones, employees may struggle to 
discreetly operate their devices. Compact, 
lightweight and powerful, the TLK 25 
eliminates the burdens of bulky devices.

DURABLE MEETS DISCREET 
Intuitive and rugged, the TLK 25 is 
waterproof anddustproof with an IP67 
rating and 810H military standard. So, 
users working in tough environments - 
basements, outdoors - don’t need to worry 
about their devices breaking. The TLK 25’s 
embedded battery also offers a 12 hour 
battery life, so it lasts longer than a full 
shift. When it’s time, recharging is effortless 
with either USB-C or its magnetic multi-unit 
charger*.

SHAPED FOR SAFETY 
Before working towards guest experience, 
it’s essential to ensure the safety of guests 
and staff alike. Turn your TLK 25 into a panic 
button; with a compact form factor and 
dedicated emergency button, this device is 
shaped for safety.

FEATURES 

Voice Assisted Operations
TLK 25’s Intuitive Voice Assistant simplifies 
communication, allowing easy management 
of emergency features for streamlined security 
access. Improve efficiency in panic responses and 
emergency source identification, reducing staff 
focus on devices and enabling a greater emphasis 
on high-quality guest experiences.

Voice-Assisted Features:
 » Communications: Talkgroups, group/private 
calls, contacts, scan, PTT lock/unlock 

 » Safety: Lone worker, fall alert, emergency 
source identification, location information 

 » Key Information: Wi-Fi connectivity, device 
status, battery, volume, instant personal alerts, 
software updates
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LET’S TLK

In today’s hospitality landscape, exceptional guest 
experiences are essential, but staffing challenges 
make personalized service difficult. Prioritizing 
safety for both guests and staff is crucial. 

Meet the TLK 25—a compact, powerful WAVE 
PTX device that goes beyond traditional 
communication limits. With an intuitive voice 
assistant, it ensures seamless communication and 
provides access to a comprehensive ecosystem for 
efficiency and safety, all within a small, intelligent 
device connected to your Wi-Fi network.


